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HP-MPI V2.2 for HP-UX Release Note
Announcement
HP-MPI V2.2 for HP-UX Release Note

Announcement
This release note describes the release of HP-MPI Version 2.2 for HP-UX.

HP-MPI 2.2 is the March 2006 release of HP-MPI, Hewlett-Packard’s fully functional 
implementation of the Message Passing Interface standard for HP-UX. HP-MPI 2.2 for 
HP-UX is supported on servers and workstations running HP-UX 11i or higher on PA-RISC 
and HP-UX 11i Version 2 or higher on Itanium® 2-based platforms. 
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What’s in This Version
HP-MPI is a high-performance implementation of the Message Passing Interface standard. 
HP-MPI complies fully with the MPI-1.2 standard and provides full MPI-2 functionality. 
HP-MPI provides an application programming interface and software libraries to support 
parallel, message-passing applications that are efficient, portable, and flexible.

HP-MPI is available as both archive and shared libraries. Use of shared libraries is 
recommended. In order to use shared libraries, HP-MPI must be installed on all machines in 
the same directory or accessible via shared file system.

NOTE The directory location for HP-MPI for HP-UX is /opt/mpi (which is a symbolic 
soft-link that points explicitly to /opt/hpmpi.

Platforms Supported

HP-MPI 2.2 is supported on the following systems:

* Ethernet includes 10baseT, 100baseT, GigE, and 10GbE.

NOTE Support for HyperFabric2 has been discontinued as of this release. However, 
HyperFabric2 functionality has not been removed. HyperFabric2 support for 
previous HP-MPI releases is still available.

InfiniBand Platforms Supported

HP-MPI 2.2 has tested InfiniBand support on the following platforms:

Table 1 Systems Supported

Platform Interconnects

PA-RISC Ethernet*

Itanium® 2 InfiniBand
Ethernet*
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rx1620
rx2600
rx2620
rx4640
rx7620
rx8620
HP Integrity Superdome 

Contact your InfiniBand provider to verify support on any systems not specified above.

Directory Structure

All HP-MPI for HP-UX files are stored in the /opt/mpi directory. The directory structure is 
organized as described in Table 2.

If you choose to move the HP-MPI installation directory from its default location in /opt/mpi, 
set the MPI_ROOT environment variable to point to the new location.

Table 2 Directory Structure

Subdirectory Contents

bin Command files for the HP-MPI utilities

help Source files for the example programs

include Header files

lib/pa2.0 HP-MPI PA-RISC 32-bit libraries 

lib/pa20_64 HP-MPI PA-RISC 64-bit libraries 

lib/hpux32 HP-MPI HP-UX Itanium® 32-bit libraries 

lib/hpux64 HP-MPI HP-UX Itanium® 64-bit libraries

MPICH1.2/ MPICH compatibility wrapper libraries

newconfig/ Configuration files 

share/man/man1* Man pages for the HP-MPI utilities

share/man/man3* Man pages for the HP-MPI library

doc Release Notes
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Benefits and Features

MPI has become the industry standard for distributed technical applications and is widely 
supported on most technical computing platforms. HP-MPI offers several benefits.

• Applications developed using HP-MPI port easily to other platforms, even those with a 
different architecture. 

• HP-MPI takes advantage of HP's shared-memory server architectures in order to get the 
most performance out of the system without compromising portability and flexibility.

• Technical application providers using HP-MPI protect their software investment using a 
highly-efficient, portable tool for parallel application development. 

HP-MPI 2.2 for HP-UX includes the following new features:

• C++ bindings

• New mpirun command line launch options

— -hostlist

— -hostfile

— -lsb_hosts

— -lsb_mcpu_hosts

• MPI-2 supported ROMIO

• CPU bind support

• Signal Propagation

HP-MPI 2.2 for HP-UX includes the following new environment variables:

• MPI_RDMA_MSGSIZE

• MPI_RDMA_NENVELOPE

• MPI_RDMA_NSRQRECV

• MPI_RDMA_NFRAGMENT

• MPI_RDMA_NONESIDED

• MPI_MAX_REMSH

• MPI_RANKMEMSIZE
8
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Description of Features

The following section provides brief descriptions of the new features included in this release. 
For more information on HP-MPI, refer to the HP-MPI User’s Guide available at 
http://docs.hp.com.

C++ bindings

HP-MPI 2.2 supports C++ bindings as described in the MPI-2 Standard. If compiling and 
linking with the mpiCC command, no additional work is needed to include and use the 
bindings. You can include either mpi.h or mpiCC.h in your C++ source files.

The bindings provided by HP-MPI are an interface class, calling the equivalent C bindings. To 
profile your application, users should profile the equivalent C bindings.

If you build without the mpiCC command, you will need to include -lmpiCC to resolve C++ 
references.

If you want to use an alternate libmpiCC.a with mpiCC, use the -mpiCClib <LIBRARY> 
option. A 'default' g++ ABI compatible library is provided for each architecture except Alpha. 

Non-g++ ABI compatible C++ compilers  The C++ library provided by HP-MPI, 
libmpiCC.a, was built with aCC.

If you are using a C++ compiler which is not g++ ABI compatible, you must build your own 
libmpiCC.a and include this in your build command. The sources and Makefiles to build an 
appropriate library are located in /opt/mpi/lib/hpux64/mpiCCsrc/* /scratch/libmpicc.

To build your private version of libmpiCC.a and include it in the builds using mpiCC:

1. Copy the files from /opt/mpi/lib/hpux64/mpiCCsrc/* /scratch/libmpicc to a 
working directory:

% cp /opt/mpi/lib/hpux64/mpiCCsrc/* /scratch/libmpicc

% cd /scratch/libmpicc

2. Edit the Makefile and define your CXX and MPI_ROOT to the correct locations. 

3. Perform the make. This should build libmpiCC.a in your working directory:

% make
g++ -c intercepts.cc -I/opt/hpmpi/include -DHPMP_BUILD_CXXBINDING
g++ -c mpicxx.cc -I/opt/hpmpi/include -DHPMP_BUILD_CXXBINDING
ar rcs libmpiCC.a intercepts.o mpicxx.o
%

4. Link your application with the -mpiCClib <LIBRARY> option, using the library you 
created.
9
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% mpiCC sort.C -mpiCClib /scratch/libmpicc/libmpiCC.a

New mpirun command line launch options 

HP-MPI 2.2 supports these new mpirun command line launch options.

Four new options are provided for command line job launching of the same executable across a 
collection of hosts. These four options are:

• -hostlist <quoted-host-list>

• -hostfile <filename>

• -lsb_hosts

• -lsb_mcpu_hosts

Each of the above arguments may be combined with an optional rank count '-np N' which, if 
present, will select exactly N ranks. The ranks are selected by traversing the 
list|file|env-vars of hosts in order with wraparound if the requested number of ranks 
exceeds the number of hosts. If the number of desired ranks is not specified, then the 
list|file|env-vars are traversed once to produce a complete list of hosts.

-hostlist <quoted-host-list> where <quoted-host-list> is one or more hosts separated 
by spaces or commas and hosts can have a trailing count designated with :<N> or a trailing 
count.

-hostlist ''n1:4 n2 2''
# 4 ranks will be launched on n1 and 2 ranks on n2.

-hostlist ''n2:2 4 n3''
# 8 ranks will be launched on n2 and 1 rank on n3.

-np 12 -hostlist ''n2:2 4 n3''
# 8 ranks on n2, 1 rank on n3, 3 ranks on n2 due to wraparound.

-np 3 -hostlist ''n2:2 n3:4''
# 2 ranks on n2, 1 on n3 since -np overrides.

-hostfile <filename> is a text file with hostnames separated by spaces or new lines. Each 
hostname may have an optional count field.

Assuming hfile contains
n1 2
#n2
n3 3

-np 4 -hostfile hfile
# 2 ranks on n1 and 2 ranks on n3.
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-np 6 -hostfile hfile
# 2 ranks on n1, 3 ranks on n3, and one more on n2.

-hostfile hfile # 2 ranks on n1 and 3 ranks on n3.

-lsb_hosts uses the environment variable established by the LSF bsub command to launch 
jobs across the list of hosts, using the list of hosts within $LSB_HOSTS.

-lsb_mcpu_hosts uses the environment variable established by the LSF bsub command to 
launch jobs across the list of hosts, using the list of hosts within $LSB_MCPU_HOSTS.

The new launch options described above will also add an implicit -e MPI_WORKDIR=$CWD to the 
command line in the event that no -e MPI_WORKDIR is present on the command line.

MPI-2 supported ROMIO

HP-MPI 2.2 includes a new version of ROMIO which implements true MPI-2 functionality 
with regards to asynchronous writing and reading of files. If existing applications utilize the 
asynchronous completion routine MPIO_Wait, then users may be required to recompile those 
applications and require that their customers upgrade to the current version of HP-MPI.

NOTE ROMIO is only supported when using the default libmpi library. ROMIO cannot 
be used with the multi-threaded or diagnostic libraries.

CPU bind support

HP-MPI 2.2 supports CPU binding with a variety of binding strategies (see below). The option 
-cpu_bind is supported in appfile and command line modes. 

% mpirun -cpu_bind[_mt]=[v,][option][,v] -np 4 a.out

Where _mt implies thread aware CPU binding; v, and ,v are verbose information on threads 
binding to CPUs; and [option] is one of:

rank Schedule ranks on CPUs according to packed rank id.

map_cpu Schedule ranks on CPUs in cycle through MAP variable.

mask_cpu Schedule ranks on CPU masks in cycle through MAP variable.

ll Bind each rank to CPU each is currently running on.

For NUMA-based systems, the following options are also available: 

ldom Schedule ranks on ldoms according to packed rank id.

cyclic Cyclic dist on each ldom according to packed rank id.

block Block dist on each ldom according to packed rank id.
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rr Same as cyclic, but consider ldom load average.

fill Same as block, but consider ldom load average.

packed Bind all ranks to same ldom as lowest rank.

ll Bind each rank to ldoms each is currently running on.

map_ldom Schedule ranks on ldoms in cycle through MAP variable.

Three -cpu_bind options require the specification of a map/mask description. This allows for 
very explicit binding of ranks to processors. The three options are map_ldom, map_cpu, and 
mask_cpu.

Syntax:
-cpu_bind=[map_ldom,map_cpu,mask_cpu] [:<settings> | =<settings> | -e 
MPI_BIND_MAP=<settings>]

Examples:

-cpu_bind=MAP_LDOM -e MPI_BIND_MAP=0,2,1,3  
# map rank 0 to ldom 0, rank 1 to ldom 2, rank 2 to ldom1 and rank 3 to ldom 3.

-cpu_bind=MAP_LDOM=0,2,3,1  
# map rank 0 to ldom 0, rank 1 to ldom 2, rank 2 to ldom 3 and rank 3 to ldom 1.

-cpu_bind=MAP_CPU:0,6,5  
# map rank 0 to cpu 0, rank 1 to cpu 6, rank 2 to cpu 5.

-cpu_bind=MASK_CPU:1,4,6  
# map rank 0 to cpu 0 (0001), rank 1 to cpu 2 (0100), rank 2 to cpu 1 or 2 (0110).

Environment variables for CPU binding:

• MPI_CPU_SPIN allows selection of spin value. The default is 2 seconds.

• MPI_CPU_AFFINITY is an alternative method to using -cpu_bind on the command line for 
specifying binding strategy. The possible settings are LL, RANK, MAP_CPU, MASK_CPU, 
LDOM, CYCLIC, BLOCK, RR, FILL, PACKED, AND MAP_LDOM.

• MPI_BIND_MAP allows specification of the integer CPU numbers, ldom numbers, or CPU 
masks. These are a list of integers separated by commas (,).

A rank binding on a clustered system uses the number of ranks and the number of nodes 
combined with the rank count to determine the CPU binding. Cyclic or blocked launch is 
taken into account.

On a cell-based system with multiple users, the LL strategy is recommended rather than 
RANK. LL allows the operating system to schedule the computational ranks. Then the 
-cpu_bind capability locks the ranks to the CPU as selected by the operating system 
scheduler.
12
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Signal Propagation

HP-MPI 2.2 supports the propagation of signals from mpirun to application ranks. The 
mpirun executable traps the following signals and propagates them to the ranks:

SIGINT
SIGTERM
SIGABRT
SIGALRM
SIGFPE
SIGHUP
SIGILL
SIGPIPE
SIGQUIT
SIGSEGV
SIGUSR1
SIGUSR2
SIGBUS
SIGPROF
SIGSYS
SIGTRAP
SIGURG
SIGVTALRM
SIGPOLL
SIGCONT
SIGTSTP

When using an appfile, HP-MPI propagates these signals to remote HP-MPI daemons (mpid) 
and local ranks. Each daemon propagates the signal to the ranks it created. An exception is 
the treatment of SIGTSTP. When a daemon receives a SIGTSTP signal, it propagates 
SIGSTOP to the ranks it created and then raises SIGSTOP on itself. This allows all processes 
related to an HP-MPI execution to be suspended and resumed using SIGTSTP and SIGCONT. 

The HP-MPI library also changes the default signal handling properties of the application in a 
few specific cases. When using the -ha option to mpirun, SIGPIPE is ignored. When using 
MPI_FLAGS=sa, a signal handler is established for SIGALRM and used for message 
propagation. When using MPI_FLAGS=sp, a signal handler is established for SIGPROF and 
used for message propagation. 

In general, HP-MPI relies on applications terminating when they are sent SIGTERM. 
Applications which intercept SIGTERM may not terminate properly.
13
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New Environment Variables

The following section provides brief descriptions of the new environment variables included in 
this release.

MPI_RDMA_MSGSIZE=a,b,c

Specifies message protocol length where:

a Short message protocol threshold. If the message length is bigger than this 
value, middle or long message protocol is used. The default is 16384 bytes.

b Middle message protocol threshold. If the message length is less than or 
equal to b, consecutive short messages are used to send the whole message. 
By default, we set b to 16384 bytes, the same as a, to effectively turn off 
middle message protocol. 

c Long message fragment size. If the message is greater than b, the message 
is fragmented into pieces up to c in length (or actual length if less than c) 
and the corresponding piece of the user’s buffer is pinned directly. The 
default is 4194304 bytes.

MPI_RDMA_NENVELOPE=N

Specifies the number of short message envelope pairs for each connection if RDMA protocol is 
used, where N is the number of envelope pairs. The default is 8. 

MPI_RDMA_NSRQRECV=K

Specifies the number of receiving buffers used when the shared receiving queue is used, 
where K is the number of receiving buffers. If N is the number of offhost connections from a 
rank, then the default value can be calculated as:

((N x 8) <= 2048) ? (N x 8) : 2048

In the above example, the number of receiving buffers are calculated as 8 times the number of 
offhost connections. If this number is greater than 2048, then 2048 is used as the maximum 
number.

MPI_RDMA_NFRAGMENT=N

Specifies the number of long message fragments that can be concurrently pinned down for 
each connection. This is only for one-direction traffic. The default is 3.
14
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MPI_RDMA_NONESIDED=N

Specifies the number of one-sided operations that can be posted concurrently for each rank, no 
matter the destination. The default is 8.

MPI_MAX_REMSH=N 

This release includes a startup scalability enhancement when using the -f option to mpirun. 
This enhancement allows a large number of HP-MPI daemons (mpid) to be created without 
requiring mpirun to maintain a large number of remote shell connections. 

When running with a very large number of nodes, the number of remote shells normally 
required to start all of the daemons can exhaust the available file descriptors. To create the 
necessary daemons, mpirun now uses the remote shell specified with MPI_REMSH to create up 
to 20 daemons only, by default. This number can be changed using the environment variable 
MPI_MAX_REMSH. When the number of daemons required is greater than MPI_MAX_REMSH, 
mpirun will create only MPI_MAX_REMSH number of remote daemons directly. The directly 
created daemons will then create the remaining daemons using an n-ary tree, where n is the 
value of MPI_MAX_REMSH. Although this process is generally transparent to the user, the new 
startup requires that each node in the cluster is able to use the specified MPI_REMSH command 
(e.g. rsh, ssh) to each node in the cluster without a password. The value of MPI_MAX_REMSH is 
used on a per-world basis. Therefore, applications which spawn a large number of worlds may 
need to use a small value for MPI_MAX_REMSH. MPI_MAX_REMSH is only relevant when using the 
-f option to mpirun. The default value is 20.

MPI_RANKMEMSIZE=d

Specifies the shared memory for each rank. 12.5% is used as generic. 87.5% is used as 
fragments. The only way to change this ratio is to use MPI_SHMEMCNTL. MPI_RANKMEMSIZE is 
the opposite of MPI_GLOBMEMSIZE, where the total shared memory across all the ranks are 
specified. MPI_RANKMEMSIZE takes precedence over MPI_GLOBMEMSIZE if both are set. Both 
MPI_RANKMEMSIZE and MPI_GLOBMEMSIZE are mutually exclusive to MPI_SHMEMCNTL. If 
MPI_SHMEMCNTL is set, then the user cannot set the other two, and vice versa.

MPI_GLOBMEMSIZE=e  Where e is the total bytes of shared memory of the job. If the job size is 
N, then each rank has e/N bytes of shared memory. 12.5% is used as generic. 87.5% is used as 
fragments. The only way to change this ratio is to use MPI_SHMEMCNTL.

MPI_SHMEMCNTL=a,b,c   

a The number of envelopes for shared memory communication. The default is 
8.

b The bytes of shared memory to be used as fragments for messages. The 
default is 12.5% of the total memory.
15
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c The bytes of shared memory for other generic use, such as 
MPI_Alloc_mem() call. The default is 87.5% of the total memory.

Running Applications

Set the following environment variables:

• If you choose to move the HP-MPI installation directory from its default location in 
/opt/mpi, set the MPI_ROOT environment variable to point to the location where HP-MPI 
is installed.

• Add $MPI_ROOT/bin to PATH.

• Add $MPI_ROOT/share/man to MANPATH.

NOTE HP-MPI must be installed in the same directory on every execution host.

The following is an example of basic compilation and run steps to execute hello_world.c on 
a cluster with 4-way parallelism given the ability to remsh/ssh between hosts. To build and 
run hello_world.c on a cluster using an appfile:

• Change to a writable directory that is visible on all hosts from which the job will run.

• Compile the hello_world executable file:

% $MPI_ROOT/bin/mpicc -o hello_world $MPI_ROOT/help/hello_world.c

• Create a file "appfile" as:

-h n01 -np 2 /path/to/hello_world
-h n02 -np 2 /path/to/hello_world

• Run the hello_world executable file:

% $MPI_ROOT/bin/mpirun -f appfile 

By default, mpirun will remsh to the remote machines n01 and n02. If desired, the 
environment variable MPI_REMSH can be used to specify a different command, such as 
/usr/bin/ssh or "ssh -x". 

• Analyze hello_world output.

HP-MPI prints the output from running the hello_world executable in non-deterministic 
order. The following is an example of the output:

Hello world!I’m 1 of 4 on n01 
Hello world!I’m 3 of 4 on n02 
Hello world!I’m 0 of 4 on n01 
Hello world!I’m 2 of 4 on n02
16
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Important Notice for InfiniBand Customers
Under certain circumstances, a running MPI application may hang in a partial teardown 
state, with only a subset of the MPI ranks still running. The most likely cause for this is a 
reboot of the system where mpirun is running for that application. In this scenario, it is 
possible for the hosts with the remaining processes to experience intermittent failures when 
attempting to start new MPI jobs. The error message looks like:

a.out: Rank 0:1 MPI_Init: it_evd_wait1 unexpected event number 8197

To clear up this problem, the remaining processes from the hung application have to be 
terminated.

If the host where mpirun was launched is up, you can first run mpijob on that host to 
determine the jobid of the hung application. Then use mpiclean to clean up the application. If 
the host where mpirun was launched is unavailable, you will need to search the execution 
hosts using the UNIX ps command, and use the UNIX kill command to manually terminate 
the remaining processes.

NOTE InfiniBand is not available on PA-RISC platforms for HP-MPI.

MLOCK Privilege for InfiniBand Use on HP-UX

When setting up InfiniBand on an HP-UX system, all users (other than root) who wish to use 
InfiniBand need to have their group id in the /etc/privgroup file and the permissions for 
access must be enabled via:

% setprivgrp -f /etc/privgroup

The above may be done automatically at boot time, but should also be performed once 
manually after setup of the InfiniBand drivers to ensure access. For example:

% grep user /etc/passwd

user:UJqaKNCCsESLo,O.fQ:836:1007:User Name:/home/user:/bin/tcsh

% grep epm /etc/group

epm::1007:

% cat /etc/privgroup
17
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epm MLOCK
lang MLOCK
users MLOCK
#add entries to /etc/privgroup

% setprivgrp -f /etc/privgroup

A one-time setting can also be done using:

/usr/sbin/setprivgrp <group> MLOCK

The above setting will not survive a reboot.
18
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Known Problems and Workarounds

• The way to add to the paths searched by man is to add an entry in /etc/man.config. To 
add MPI man pages, add the following line to /etc/man.config: 

% MANPATH /opt/mpi/share/man

• Profiling routines built for C calls will no longer cause the corresponding Fortran calls to 
be wrapped automatically. In order to profile Fortran routines, separate wrappers need to 
be written for the Fortran calls.

• Calling MPI from Fortran 90 programs

HP-MPI complies with the 1.2 version of the MPI standard, which defines bindings for 
Fortran 77, but not Fortran 90. Some features of Fortran 90 may interact with MPI 
non-blocking semantics to produce unexpected results. Consult the HP MPI User’s Guide 
for details. 

• Running out of system resources

HP-UX imposes a limit to the number of file descriptors that application processes can 
have open at one time. When running an HP-MPI application across multiple hosts, each 
local process opens a socket to all remote processes. HP-UX counts these sockets as open 
file descriptors, so an HP-MPI application with a large number of off-host processes can 
reach the maximum. If your applications frequently exceed the maximum, ask your 
system administrator to increase the limit, or use the -commd option with mpirun. Use of 
this option results in a run with fewer sockets, but adds a performance penalty for 
inter-host communications.

• Locating your instrumentation output file (prefix.instr) when you enable 
instrumentation for multi-host runs

Whether you invoke mpirun on a host where at least one MPI process is running, or on a 
host remote from all your MPI processes, HP-MPI writes the instrumentation output file 
to the working directory on the host that is running rank 0.

• In order to use the -tv option to mpirun, the TOTALVIEW environment variable must be 
set. 

% export TOTALVIEW=/opt/totalview/bin/totalview

Or add it to PATH.

• TotalView sometimes displays extra HP-UX threads that have no useful debugging 
information.
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These are kernel threads that are created to deal with page and protection faults 
associated with one-copy operations that HP-MPI uses to improve performance. The MPI 
processes are effectively single-threaded and there is no impact of the extra threads on 
your application. You can ignore these kernel threads during your debugging session.

• Certain compiler options are incompatible with the TotalView debug information.

Use option -notv to exclude incompatible debug information. This option allows the use 
of the special compiler options that don’t tolerate debug information. But, this option also 
disables TotalView usage on the resulting executable.

The -notv option is only applicable when using archive libraries. Using -notv when 
linking with shared libraries is not advised.

• Extended collectives with intercommunicators are not profiled by our lightweight 
instrumentation mode.

• High Availability (H/A) mode and the diagnostic library are not allowed at the same time.

• The diagnostic library strict mode is not compatible with some MPI-2 features.
20
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Installation Requirements and Instructions
HP-MPI 2.2 for HP-UX is supported on servers and workstations running HP-UX 11i or 
higher on PA-RISC and HP-UX 11i Version 1.6 or higher on Itanium® 2-based platforms. You 
must install the correct HP-MPI product for your system.

After loading the HP-UX operating system, you can install HP-MPI by running the SD-UX 
swinstall command. This command invokes a user interface that leads you through the 
installation process and provides information about product size, version numbers, and 
dependencies. There is no need to reboot the system before or after the installation of 
HP-MPI.

For more information about installation procedures and related issues, refer to Managing 
HP-UX Software with SD-UX and other README, installation, and upgrade documentation 
included or described in the operating system package.

HP-MPI requires a minimum of 200 MB of disk space in /opt.
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Product Documentation
The HP-MPI Documentation Kit is an optional product (product number B6281AA) consisting 
of the following hardcopy books:

• MPI: The Complete Reference (2 volume set) Product number B6011-96012

• HP MPI User’s Guide (Ninth Edition) Product number B6060-96018

The HP MPI User’s Guide and HP-MPI Release Notices are available online

• in /opt/mpi/doc after you install the product.

• at http://docs.hp.com.

• at http://www.hp.com/go/mpi.

Refer to http://www.hp.com/go/mpi for information about the HP-MPI product.

Additional product documentation:

• mpi(3m) man pages installed in /opt/mpi/man

The man pages located in the $MPI_ROOT/share/man/man1* subdirectory can be grouped into 
three categories: general, compilation, and runtime. There is one general man page, MPI.1, 
that is an overview describing general features of HP-MPI. The compilation and runtime man 
pages describe HP-MPI utilities. Table 3 describes the three categories of man pages in the 
man1* subdirectory.

Table 3 Man Page Categories

Category Man Pages Description

General MPI.1 Describes the general features of HP-MPI

Compilation

mpicc.1
mpiCC.1
mpif77.1
mpif90.1

Describes the available compilation 
utilities
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Runtime

mpiclean.1
mpidebug.1
mpienv.1
mpiexec.1
mpijob.1
mpimtsafe.1
mpirun.1
mpirun.all.1
mpistdio.1
autodbl.1

Describes runtime utilities, environment 
variables, debugging, thread-safe and 
diagnostic libraries.

Table 3 Man Page Categories (Continued)

Category Man Pages Description
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Product Packaging
HP-MPI is packaged as an optional software product installed in /opt/mpi. 
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Software Availability in Native Languages
HP-MPI is enabled for Native Language Support. By default, diagnostic messages and other 
feedback from HP-MPI are provided in English. Support for other languages is available 
through the use of the Native Language Support (NLS) catalog and the internationalization 
environment variable NLSPATH.

The default NLS search path for HP-MPI is $NLSPATH. Refer to the environ(5) man page for 
NLSPATH usage.

When an MPI language catalog is available, it represents HP-MPI messages in two 
languages. The messages are paired so that the first in the pair is always the English version 
of a message and the second in the pair is the corresponding translation to the language of 
choice.

Refer to the hpnls(5), environ(5), and lang(5) man pages for more information about Native 
Language Support.
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